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                     SINGULAR & PLURAL NUMBER 

 

Recapitulation: 

Before we start doing our revision worksheet, let us quickly take a glance 

of few things which we had learnt about Singular and Plural. 

We had learnt- 

Nouns can be Singular or Plural. Only countable nouns can have a Plural 

form. The Plural of the nouns can be formed in various ways: 

 

 

 

  



a) by adding –s 

Singular                                 Plural 

car-                                           cars 

dog                                           dogs 

nail                                           nails 

hat                                            hats 

window                                    windows 

umbrella                                   umbrellas. 

 

b) for nouns ending in –s, -ss, -ch, -o and –x – by adding –es - 

Singular                                     Plural 

box                                            boxes 

bus                                             buses 

bush                                           bushes 

dress                                          dresses 

match                                         matches 

mosquito                                    mosquitoes 

However, some nouns that end in –o take an –s in the plural form 

Singular                                               Plural 

Cuckoo                                                cuckoos 

Piano                                                    pianos 

Photo                                                    photos 

 

 

 



c) for nouns ending in –f or –fe by removing the –f or –fe and adding -

ves  

Singular                                              Plural 

knife                                                    knives 

leaf                                                      leaves 

thief                                                    thieves 

wife                                                     wives 

However some nouns ending in –f take an –s in the plural form: 

Singular                                             Plural 

chief                                                  chiefs 

roof                                                   roofs 

dwarf                                                dwarfs 

 

d) for nouns ending in –y by removing the –y and adding –ies: 

Singular                                              Plural 

baby                                                   babies 

lady                                                    ladies 

pony                                                   ponies 

However, words like day, boy, key, monkey and donkey take an –s 

Singular                                           Plural 

boy                                                    boys 

day                                                    days 

key                                                    keys 

monkey                                             monkeys 

donkey                                              donkeys                                   

                             



                                 WORKSHEET 

 

(I) Give the  plural form of the words given below. One is done for you. 

 

           Singular                                           Plural 

           1)  horse                                             horses  (e.g)    

           2)  lady                                                       

           3)  dress                                                      

           4)  nail                                                       

           5)  photo                                                        

           6)  wife                                                    

           7)  roof                                                          

           8)  key 

 

(II) Fill in the blanks by using either the singular or the plural form of 

the nouns given in the bracket. 

 

1)  There are seven days in a week (e.g.) 

2)  My ------ is not very sharp. (knife) 

3)  The hunter shot three ------. (deer) 

4)  ------- is a difficult subject. ( Mathematics) 

5)  The basket was filled with all kind of ------- (fruit) 

 

 

                                  

 



                                                


